
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: Mathematics - Year 8 Spring Term
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year Spring Term 1 Spring Term 2
Knowledge to be
taught

● Expand, and factorise into, single brackets
● Form and use expressions, formulae and identities
● Form and solve equations and inequalities with and

without brackets
● Distinguish between equations, expressions,

formulae and identities
● Generate sequences using more complex rules, e.g.

with brackets and squared terms, both in words
and algebraically

● Form expressions using indices
● Understand and use the addition and subtraction

rules
● Additional Higher Content:  Solve equations and

inequalities with unknowns on both sides, Find the
rule for the term of a linear sequence, Solve
equations set in the context of earlier contexts -
shapes, angles, probability, ratio etc,  Explore
powers of powers

● Develop understanding of fractions, decimals and
percentages

● Evaluate percentage increases and decreases
● Use multipliers to solve percentage problems
● Express one number as a percentage of another
● Convert between numbers in ordinary and standard

form
● Compare numbers given in standard form
● Calculate with numbers given in standard form, with

and without a calculator
● Convert between metric measures and units
● Estimation, including rounding to a given number of

decimal places
● Use the order of operations
● Additional Higher Content - Finding the original given

any percentage, Understand and use surd notation,
Understand and use negative and simple fractional
indices, Convert between units of area and volume,
Use error interval notation

Key Words Expand, Factorise, Linear Expression, Equation, Variable,
Unknown, Inverse Operation, Solve, Solution, Formulae,
Identity, Inequalities, Indices

Percentage, Multiplier, Standard Form, Powers, Base, Index Form,
Metric Units, Estimate, Round, Decimal Place, Significant Figures,
Evaluate, Approximately



Links to prior
knowledge Revisit the use of directed number (Y7 Spring Term 2)

Solve equations set in the context of earlier contexts -
shapes, angles, probability, ratio etc. (Y7 Spring Term 2)

Revisit fraction, decimal and percentage equivalence (Y7 Autumn
Term 2)
Revisit formal methods for calculation, for integers and fractions (Y7
Spring Term 1)
Compare and use ratios in the context of FDP (Y8 Autumn Term 1)

How knowledge is
assessed

Knowledge is assessed through both a formative and a
summative approach. Teachers will use some of the
following:

● Baseline assessments
● Quizzes
● Retrieval Starter questions
● Teacher questioning throughout the lessons
● Mini white boards
● True or false activities
● Student’s discussion and presentations
● Hegarty Maths
● Dr Frost Maths

At the end of every half term there will be a class test.

Teachers will formally assess two piece of work through the
term and giving feedback through a medal and mission.
Teachers will mark student’s end of half term assessment
and plan therapy activities on Hegarty Maths to allow
students to work on their individual areas for development.
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How gaps will be
addressed

Therapy lessons will take place after each end of half term
assessment, this could be whole class therapy and/or
individual therapy which will allow students to address
their individual areas for development and for teachers to
pick up on any common mistakes/misconception.
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Students are encouraged to take responsibility for their
own learning, students will be expected to catch up on any
work from missed lessons. If a student is finding a topic
challenging we encourage them carry out some
independent work on Hegarty Maths  and to speak to their
teacher early on.
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Cultural capital
lessons

Problem solving will be embedded into lessons where
students will learn to UNPACK problems pulling together
different mathematical skills.

Links to ‘real life’ maths will be made to give concept to
mathematical skills.
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